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1. INTRODUCTION 
The farmer’s malicious apprentice, when asked to weigh n sacks of 
grain, weighed them two at a time and reported the resulting n(n - 1)/2 
combined weights with no indication of the pairs that produced them. Can 
the weights of the sacks be recovered? Of course, attaching weights to 
particular sacks is impossible. The best that can be hoped for is to recover 
the weights modulo permutation of the sacks. That suggests the following 
more formal version of the problem. 
Let 
X,, = R”/S,, 
real n-space modulo the action of the symmetric group determined by 
permuting n-tuples in the obvious way. There seems to be no universally 
acknowledged name for the elements of X,, (not sets, since duplicates are 
allowed). They are sometimes called multisets, sometimes bugs. We use 
the latter term, identifying an element of X, as an n-bag when the prefix 
signaling the dimension is helpful. We will often write n-bags as n-tuples, 
trusting that the reader will remember that how the indices are matched 
to the elements is irrelevant. We generally use x, y, . . . for bags and 
a.7 P, * * * for the elements they contain. 
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Consider the function R = R,., defined on n-bags by 
R&X) = c {a I yak-subbagof x}. 
aEY 
R n,k maps X, to X n . 
(k) 
We sometimes abbreviate R,,, as R,. The 
problem is to determine when R is injective, and to invert it when it is. 
After we had worked on this problem for some time, Persi Diaconis 
pointed us to the literature: Moser’s papers [9, 101 and those of Straus and 
his co-workers [4, 121, where many of our results had been anticipated. 
Nevertheless, we think the area is worth reviving. In this paper we analyze 
the nature of some of the known nonuniqueness of R,,, and provide a 
new algorithm for inverting R,,, in time O(nk2-k+1 log(n)). The algo- 
rithm is usually much more efficient than this worst case upper bound and 
may help settle some open problems. 
We start with a few easy initial observations. To begin, we note that 
R k,k is not invertible but that 
THEOREM 1. Rk+l,k is bijective. 
Proof. The system of k + 1 equations 
Cai=pj, j=l,...,k+l 
i#j 
always has just one solution: 
"j = $ &Pi - Pj, j=l ,...,k + 1. 0 
1 
To whet your appetite for what follows, observe that 
R,,,( 1,2,4,7) = R,,,(O, 3,576) = (3,5,6,8,9,11}. 
We will see that those are the only two 4-bags with the given sums of pairs. 
The problem is not linear, and there is no linear space of solutions. There 
is not even a one parameter family; there are just two. 
2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
The following theorem was known to Selfridge and Straus [12, 
Theorem 11. 
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THEOREM 2. R, = R,,, is injectiue when n is not a power of 2. 
Proof. For each bag x of real numbers let 
i(t) = C em’. 
aen 
(1) 
An analyst would think of P as a kind of Fourier transform of x. Square 
(1): 
i(t)’ = (& exp(a$))l 
= x’(exp(uit))2 + 2x exp((cw, + aj)t) 
i i#j 
= a(2t) + 2m(t). 
If for some x # y we have R,(x) = R,(y) then (2) implies 
x^( t)2 - q2t> = jq t)2 - jq2t) 
(2) 
and, hence, 
a(2t) - jq2t) 
i(t) -G(t) 
=2(t) +jyt). (3) 
The division in (3) is proper because x # y. 
Now evaluate both members of (3) when t = 0. The right-hand side is 
2n, since a(O) = y^(O) = n. To study the left-hand side let 
f(t) =2(t) -j(t) =cf+o(f), 
where r > 0 is the exponent in the first nonvanishing term in the power 
series expansion of f. Then the left member of (3) is 
f (2t) c(2t)’ + o( t’) - = 
f(t) c( ty + o( t’) 
+ 2’ as t + 0. 
Thus 2’ = 2n: n is a power of 2. 0 
The fact that this combinatorial theorem is proved by a foray into 
analysis becomes more reasonable when we regard i as a generating 
function rather than as a Fourier transform. Then the identity in (2) 
translates into a sequence of identities involving the sums of the powers of 
the unknown numbers in x and the sums of powers of the known numbers 
in R,(x). It is those identities Selfridge and Straus used to prove 
Theorem 2. 
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Generating functions appear in the literature on this problem in [4, 91. 
There our Fourier-like transform is replaced by the more traditional 
generating function 
f,(t) = c la* 
CXEX 
In [4] a preliminary argument shows that there is no loss of generality in 
assuming x is a bag of positive integers. 
Selfridge and Straus proved that R,,, is injective except when IZ = 3, 6, 
and, perhaps, 27 or 486 and that R,,, is injective except when IZ = 4, 8, 
and, perhaps, 12 112, pp. 853, 8541. Later Gordon, Fraenkel, and Straus 
proved that for k > 2 there are only finitely many values of IZ for which 
R n.k fails to be injective [4, p. 1891. 
3. UNDERSTANDING NONUNIQUENESS 
We begin by exploring some of the formal properties of R. They reflect 
the fact that its definition is somewhere between linear and set theoretical. 
Let 
the total mass of the bag x. Then 
(4) 
since every a E x belongs to i 1: k-subbags. ( 1 
If (Y E R and x E X, then (YX makes sense. We write --x for (- 1)x. 
Define x + LY to be the bag that results when we add CY to each member of 
x. Then 
and 
R&x + a) = R,,+(X) + ka. (5) 
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THEOREM 3. 
&z-k(X) = 4.k k 
( 
L(x) --x . 
1 
Proof. For each k-subbag y of x there is an (n - k)-bag z that 
complements it, and we have: 
c a + c p =M(x). 
CuEY P- 
This implies the last equality in 
R n,k 
i 
$4(x) --x 
I 
= M(x) - Rn,k(X) = Rn,n-k(X)* ’ 
COROLLARY 4. R,,,, is often at least 2: 1. 
Proof. The 2k-bags x and (l/k)M(x) - x, which are usually different, 
have the same bag of sums. 0 
Selfridge and Straus knew this [12, Theorem 31. We will see later that 
R,, 2 is almost always exactly 2 : 1. 
Given two bags x E X,,, and y E X,, we define their union, x U y E 
X m +“, in the obvious way: (Y E x u y if and only if (Y E x or (Y E y; just 
remember to include each (Y as many times in the union as necessary. We 
also define the bag of sums: 
xcBy={a+j3laExJ3Ey}. 
Then for x E X, and y E X, we have 
R,+,(x u Y) = R,(x) u (x @Y) u R,(Y), 
or, more generally, 
(6) 
R m+n,kcX ‘Y> = ; R,,k-i(x) ’ Rn,i(Y)y 
i=O 
(7) 
with suitable conventions for R,,, when k I 0 or k 2 II. 
The following theorem, known to Selfridge and Straus [12, Theorem 21 
and to Hardy and Wright [6, pp. 328 ff] shows how the noninjectivity of R, 
for it = 2’ follows from that for II = 2’- ‘. 
THEOREM 5. Zf R,(x) = R,(y) then for all (Y, 
R,,(x u (Y + 4) = &n((x + a) UY). 
Proof: Use (5) and (6) straightforwardly. 0 
Thus if x # y and both have the same image under R, then 
x u (y + a> # (x + a) u y) and both have the same-image under R,,. 
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CONJECTURE 6. All noninjectivity for R,, n = 2’, r > 1, is generated 
this way. 
That this conjecture is true for IZ = 4 (6) will follow from Theorem 9 (7) 
below. To start our study of R,, define the difference bag of x by setting 
D(x) =x a3 (-x). 
Note that DC--x) = D(x) = D(x + (Y) for any (Y. 
THEOREM 7. For x E X, let x’ = $I~(x> - x, as in Corollary 4. Then 
2x’ = ( S’Y~ + a2 &- a3 f ~,Iexactly one sign is negative}. (8) 
It follows that 
R4(x) = R4(x’). 
Moreover, 
D(x) = D(x’). 
Proof. 2x’ = (aI + ff2 + a3 + (Ye - 2~x,ll I i I 4); (8) follows easily. 
We already know from Corollary 4 that x and x’ have the same sums. We 
have already seen that x and x’ have the same difference bag. We will see 
in Theorem 9 that x’ is the only other bag for which R,(x’) = R,(x). 0 
We now understand enough about R, to settle R,. It is clear from (5) 
that R(x) determines x just when for some and, hence, all translates 
y = x + a, R(y) d e ermines t y. Thus we can restrict our attention to bags 
x E X8 with M(x) = 0. We call such bags centered. The bag x is symmet- 
ric when x = -x. Every symmetric bag is centered. In the previous 
theorem x = x’ just when x is symmetric about its mean. 
THEOREM 8. For centered g-bags, R,(x) determines x if and only if 
x = 0 or x is not symmetric. For symmetric bags there are usually two other 
bags with the same pairwise sums. 
Proof. This theorem is proved in [4, p. 1931, using identities among 
sums of powers of the elements of x and of R,(x). We provide a new 
argument for the “if” assertion. 
Suppose x is symmetric. Then it is the union of four symmetric pairs 
(a, -a). Let v be a 4-bag containing one member of each such pair. Then 
x = v U (-v) and 
R*(x) = Rs(u u ( 4) 
=R4(v) U (v 0 (-v)) uR4(-v) 
= R4(v) u D(v) u (-R4(v)). (9) 
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Now let U’ be the other bag for which R,(u) = R,(u’) and 
new(v) = U’ U - u’. 
The previous theorem shows D(u) = D(u’), too, so (9) implies 
R,(x) = R,(new( u)). 
There are 16 ways to choose U. That would seem to yield 16 new bags 
new(v) with the same sums as X. But if we choose w instead of u and 
1~ n WI is even then new(v) = new(w). With a little work this follows from 
(9) (as does Conjecture 6 for IZ = 8). Thus this process generates only two 
new bags. They are almost always different from each other and from X. 
The reader is encouraged to try all this out with the example (& 128, 
f64, f 16, L- 2) to find the other two bags (-t 103, f 89, + 41, + 23) and 
(+ 105, k 87, + 39, f 25) with the same sums of pairs. 0 
For larger powers of two, we note that the argument in Theorem 2 can 
be modified to prove that for symmetric bags, R,(x) determines x unless 
IZ is an odd power of 2. Just observe that when x is symmetric P is an even 
function. Then the exponent r must be even, so the equation 2n = 2’ 
shows n is an odd power of 2. 
This result is consistent with Conjecture 6, which generates symmetric 
(nonsymmetric) examples when IZ is an odd (even) power of 2. But note 
that for 12 = 32 the known x for which R, is not 1: 1 are symmetric, but 
not every symmetric 32-bag is such. We checked this with the algorithm in 
the next section. 
4. AN INVERSION ALGORITHM 
In this section we present an algorithm for finding x given R,(x). It 
relies heavily on the order structure of R, so henceforth we write all bags 
x (including bags of sums) as ordered n-tuples: (pi I (Ye I . . . I (Y,,. We 
begin with yet another way to see that R, is not injective, to motivate what 
follows. This straightforward argument is the published solution to Moser’s 
problem [ 101. 
THEOREM 9. The 6-bag s k in the range of R, if and only if 
s1 +s,=s,+s,=s,+s,. (10) 
In that case the equation R,(x) = s has two solutions, unless sj = sq, in 
which case it has one. 
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Proo& If s = R,(x) then s1 (s6) must be the sum of the two least 
(greatest) members of X. Similarly, we must have s2 = c+ + a3 and s5 = 
(Ye + (Ye. That (10) is necessary follows easily. To show that it suffices, 
suppose s satisfies (10). Once we know which of {s3, sq} is a2 + CX~, 
Theorem 1 tells us how to find (or, c+ and a3 from the first three sums of 
pairs. Then it is an easy exercise to check that the value (Ye = sk - cy2 
(where sk is the central sum not yet used: k = 3 or 4) completes an x for 
which R,(x) = s. 0 
This theorem suggests that deciding which sk is cy2 + a3 is important. 
To prove and then exploit that fact and its generalizations we define 
Ai = Ai(x) = ai+r - ai. 
LEMMA 10. A(x) and M(x) determine x. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
M(x) = ml + (n - l)A, + (n - 2)A, + ... +An-r. 
Solve that equation for (or. Then use A to find the rest of the (Y~. 0 
Let cn,k be the set of lattice points (i,, . . . , ik) with 1 I i, < * *. < i, 
I n; C, k , inherits a natural partial order from Z: 
(iI,. . . , ik) I (ii,..., i;)justwheni,<i;,...,i,<i;. 
Since the bag x is written in a known (increasing) order, C, k indexes 
the k-subbags of X. Since the sums s = R,,,(x) are written in increasing 
order that indexing establishes a bijection 
A: C,,, -+ [LL..,(;)] 
when we set 
the i forwhich C(Y~ = si 
jet 
(break ties any way you wish). When we wish to stress the dependence of 
A on x we write A = A,. 
Our algorithm reconstructs x by reconstructing A,. Fix k. We shall see 
that the part of A, that really matters is its restriction to Ck+,,k, the set 
of k + 1 subsequences of 1, . . . , k + 1 each of which omits just one i. 
Note that the partial order on Ck+l,k is total. 
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LEMMA 11. (1) A is order preserving. 
(2) A(1,2,. . .) k) = 1. 
(3) &1,2,..., k - 1, k + 1) = 2. 
(4) A(2,. . . ,k,k+ 111 1 +(/r). 
(5) If c covers b in the ordering of C,,, then when regarded as sets their 
symmetric difference in a pair {i, i + l} of consecutive integers and 
‘,4(c) - sz4(b) - - Ai. 
Proof The first assertion follows from the fact that x is written in 
increasing order. The next two identify the least two sums of k-subbags. 
The fourth is true because c = (2,. . . , k, k + 1) is the least element of 
C,, k that does not start with a 1: the only elements of C,, k whose images 
under A can possibly precede A(c) are the (k 1 r ) that start with a 1. The 
last assertion is straightforward. 0 
THEOREM 12. Suppose s is an (i)-bag and 
A: Ck+l,k + l,...,l + k r l 
[ ( )I 
is an order-preserving injection. Then there is at most one n-bag x with 
R,,,(x) = s for which A is the restriction to Ck+ l,k of A,. Moreover, if you 
invest preprocessing time O(nk log(n)) working on s you can determine in 
time O(nk log(n)) whether such an x exists and find it if it does. 
Proof. The first assertion in the theorem will follow from the algorithm 
whose existence establishes the second assertion, so we describe that 
algorithm. 
The bag s has (z) = O(nk) 1 e ements. Sort it, in time O(nk log(nk)> = 
O(nk log n). Construct a (2-3)-tree (or similar data structure) on s too, in 
time O(nk), so that given a number you can find it in s or determine its 
absence in time O(log(nk)> = O(log(n)). 
The k + 1 elements of C,, 1, k form a chain of covering pairs that differ 
once in each of the k coordinates. Thus the corresponding values of A 
determine A r, . . . , A,. Since A and s determine x, we try to find the 
unknown values Ai for k < i I n - 1. Suppose, inductively, that Aj is 
known for j s i - 1 and that our hypothetical A is known on Ci, k. Then 
c = (1,2,. . . ) k - 1, i) is the least element of Ci,k at which we do not 
know the value of A. Since A is order preserving, A(c) must be the least 
element of s not yet known to be a value of A. Our preprocessing assures 
us that we can find that value in O(log(n)) time. 
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Once we know A(c) we know 
‘i = sA(c) - sA(b), 
where b = (1,2,. . . , k - 1, i - 1). To fill in the values of A on the rest of 
Ci+ proceed as follows. As long as there are elements c at which A is 
unknown there is one that covers an element b for which A(b) is known. 
Suppose j E b while j + 1 E c. Search s for an unused sum si = s,(,) + 
Aj. If you find one, set A(c) = i; if you do not, no x can exist with the 
given s and A. We have arranged s so that search can be done in time 
OGxbd). 
If this procedure runs to a natural conclusion without a failed search 
then all of A is known and all of A is known and x can be found using 
Lemma 10. In the course of that run you will have examined every sum si 
just once, in time at worst @log(n)) for each examination. Since there are 
06~~) such sums the theorem is proved. q 
THEOREM 13. Given the L 0 -bag s you can find all the n-bags x with 
R,,,(n) = s in time 
O(” k2-k+1 log(n)). 
Proof. Preprocess s as in the previous theorem. Then test each of the 
possible order-preserving injections A on C,, i, k. Since the first two 
values of A are known, there are 
maps to check. Each takes time O(nk log(n)). q 
Here is the whole algorithm in something nearer to pseudocode for 
k = 2. We write A and s as arrays rather than subscripted lists to make it 
easier for the reader to write the program in his or her favorite language 
(we implemented it in Pascal): 
for m = 3 to IZ 
for all i, j let A(i, j) = A(i) = UNDEFINED 
let A(1,2) = 1, A(1,3) = 2, A(2) = s(2) - s(l) 
let A(2,3) = m, A(1) = s(m) - s(2) 
for j = 4 to IZ 
A(1, j) = the least q not yet in the range of A 
A(j - 1) = s(q) - s(A(1, j - 1)) 
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for i = 2 to j - 1 
search for sMi, j)) + A(i) in the list of sums 
not yet in the range of A 
if found, set A(i, j) = the index of that sum 
else {this choice of A(2,3) = m fails} 
return to the next iteration of the outer 
loop 
(if you reach here you have found all of A} 
invoke Lemma 10 to find the bag with sums s 
In fact the algorithm in Theorem 13 usually runs much faster than 
advertised for two reasons. First, the worst case O(log(n)) access time for 
finding sums can be replaced by a hashing scheme with expected access 
time O(1). Second, and more significant, when a choice for A fails, it is 
likely to fail quite soon in the innermost loop. Our informal experiments 
confirm this suspicion. Thus only the few correct choices (usually at most 
1) require time O(nk), provided you find a way to do the initialization to 
UNDEFINED quickly enough, or use new space for each test. 
One theoretical consequence of our algorithm is a bound on how far 
from 1: 1 R, can be. We know that it is 1: 1 for most IZ, almost always 2 : 1 
for it = 4, and sometimes 3 : 1 for IZ = 8. For larger powers of 2 we now 
know more: 
COROLLARY 14. R, is at most (n - 2): 1. 
Gordon, Fraenkel, and Straus showed R,, is in fact at most 3 : 1 and 
thought they could probably find a bound logarithmic in n [4, p. 1941. We 
join them in suspecting that neither our proven bound nor their probable 
one is very sharp. 
CONJECTURE 15. For each n # 8, R, is almost always 1: 1 and always 
at most 2 : 1. 
5. OPEN QUESTIONS 
1. We know R,,, and R,,, are not injective. Is R,,,,? The likely 
candidates we tried our algorithm on have failed to produce an example. 
Is R 486,3? RI,, J 
2. Settle Conjectures 6 and 15. 
3. For n not a power of 2, try to deduce the injectivity of R, directly 
from our inversion algorithm. An observation that may help: for n = 8 
each symmetric bag we examined leads to a bag of sums for which our 
algorithm finds an A, for which A,(2,3) = 3 and one for which A,(2,3) 
= 4. The third choice for A,(2,3) can be any one of 5,6,7,8. 
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4. Which maps 
A: c,,,,, --+ l,...,l + k If 1 
[ ( II 
can be A, for an n-bag x? 
5. Investigate the topology of the map 
R n,k’ . x, + xc;,. 
In particular, we have thought about when R, k is injective. In the study 
of Radon transforms that is one of two interesting kinds of questions. The 
other asks about characterizations of the range. Clearly R,,,(XJ is a very 
small part of X( ~ >. Characterize that part. 
6. Study the transform R,,, when the domain and the range are bags 
of elements chosen from a finite field. 
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